DESIGN PRESENTATION CREATED FOR THE WEDDING CELEBRATION ON
OCTOBER 20TH, 2018

CEREMONY DESIGN: ALTAR
A wild, organic floral arbor will surround the bride and groom. Greenery and touches of
flowers will climb each leg of the arbor. The densest section of florals on the arbor will
be hanging above the bride and groom. The focal point of this piece will be the central
abundance of florals, drawing the guests into the center of the structure.

COCKTAIL HOUR: FOCAL POINTS
The design for cocktail hour is intended to be light and
relaxing, acting as a transition between the ceremony
and the romantic reception design.
A circular pit bar will be located in the center of the
courtyard, giving guests 360 degree access to libations.
The bar will be made out of raw wood to reflect the surrounding courtyard foliage.
An upright, interactive oyster station will be along the
south wall. Oysters on half shell will sit atop crushed ice.
Various condiments will be available to guests
on top of the station.
A champagne tower will be placed in the south-east
corner of the courtyard. This tower can be filled with
sparkling rose or champagne. The champagne tower is
an excellent way to increase beverage service
during the cocktail hour and create a beautiful photo
moment for the Bride and Groom.

DANCE ROOM: FOCAL PIECES
Chandeliers will hang amongst dramatic
burgundy drapery from the beams in the
space, providing romantic lighting and
visual interest from above. For a personal
touch, the Bride and Groom’s monogram,
designed by the stationer, can be
projected onto the dance floor area.
Alcoves on either side of the stage will be
filled with lush greenery and flowers cascading down the wall and an antique iron
votive stand will sit below each alcove.
The stand will be covered in candle wax,
providing a romantic and moody focal
point in the main room.

DANCE ROOM: 60” TABLES
A full floral centerpiece of blooms in shades of
red, mauve and amber accented with dark
greenery will sit high above guests seated at
the 60” tables as to not obstruct their vantage
points. Arrangements will be spotlighted in order to not lose the floral details amid the grand
ceilings and romantic candlelight.

GOLD CHAMELEON

Four small satellite arrangements in a similar
style to the large piece and various
candles will sit at the base of the focal
arrangement for maximum impact.
Tables will be covered in the Red Brocade linen.
Each table will have ten Gold Chameleon
chairs for guest seating.
RED BROCADE

